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ABSTRACT: 
 
At Qatar Finland International School one thing is true: things are           
always done in a very special way. And I was able to proof that when I                
attended the first parent-teacher conference at the beginning of the          
school year, and instead of a speech we were given a real school lesson. 
Class 6 AB is like a lab for different experiences, in a very particular              
learning environment. That’s the mystery of the 6 grade class. 
 

 
 
At Qatar Finland International School one thing is true: things are           
always done in a very special way. However, when the year           
started and my son told me that there were almost 50 kids in his              
class, I almost had a heart attack. 
 
Last year when he was in 6th grade, both 6A and 6B were basically              
doing all the activities together, and the classroom was split in two            
by a glass wall. However, they had two teachers and tables and            
chairs for everyone. This year though, things are quite different. 
 
The first week of school, my son told me that they didn’t have             
enough chairs or tables for everyone. I thought: “They may be           
providing the rest of the equipment”, although it didn’t make much           
sense, since the school had had plenty of time to do so. “Where             
are you sitting then?” I asked, and he answered that they were            
using poofs and cushions on the floor.  
 
Anyway, I thought to give it a week to see how things were solved              
out. And then the first parent-conference meeting came. 
 
When we arrived to the classroom, we were received by Mr.           
Kimmo and Ms. Meriliisa. I already knew it wouldn’t be a regular            
meeting, and I wasn’t mistaken.  
 
6AB classroom is located on the ground floor next to the library. It             
is the old computer room. As my son had told me, there were only              



a couple of high tables with high chairs, a pair of regular tables and              
lots of cushions and poofs on the floor. 
 
The teachers explained that we were going to have a real lesson,            
so that we could understand how our children learnt on a regular            
basis. And so, the lesson started. The topic was the Digestive           
System. 
 
First, every parent was given a number from 1 to 3 and then             
according to our number, we were split in three groups. The first            
group would stay in the class and watch a video. The second            
would go to the library and the third would go to the Assembly Hall.  
 
I was number 1, so I stayed in the classroom. We were told we              
could choose if we wanted to stand up, sit at a table or in a               
cushion. We received a paper in which we would have to answer            
some questions related to the topic on hand. So we did.  
 
After 10 to 15 minutes, we switched places with the group in the             
library. There we had to fill out some blanks in a diagram by using              
ipads and textbooks to gather information.  
 
Once we were done at the library, we moved to the Assembly Hall             
where we found some puzzles that we had to complete, discussing           
with our group members. Finally, we tested our recently acquired          
knowledge in a test. 
 
But the most important part came at the end. We went back to the              
class and the teachers asked us to summarize which were the           
skills we had learned that day. And they didn’t mean how the            
digestive system worked, or what was the stomach or pancreas,          
they meant the real skills, like communication skills, working in a           
group, being creative, self-management, and things like that. 
 
And that’s exactly what the teachers highlighted. That it is not only            
about the content, but also about developing the necessary skills          
to work in anything in the future! Which totally makes sense! 
 
I was exhilarated when I left the school that night, because I knew I              
had chosen well. My kid gets to learn in a diversified environment,            
with awesome teachers, great tools, lots of breaks and fun          
projects! My school life was about memorizing and listening, not          



being an active part of my learning process. My children ARE an            
active part when it comes to learning, and that is giving them            
valuable tools for their future life. 
 
And that is the mystery of 6AB class. What a wonderful way of             
learning! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


